Given a multiple testing situation, the null hypotheses that appear to have sufficiently low probabilities of truth may be rejected using a simple, nonparametric method based on decision theory. This applies not only to posterior levels of belief, but also to conditional probabilities in the sense of relative frequencies, as seen from their equality to local false discovery rates (dFDRs). This approach neither requires the estimation of probability densities, nor of their ratios. Decision theory can also inform the selection of false discovery rate weights. An application to gene expression microarrays is presented with a discussion of the applicability of the assumption of "clumpy dependence." KEYWORDS: Proportion of false positives, positive false discovery rate, nonparametric empirical Bayes, gene expression, multiple hypotheses, multiple comparisons Author Notes: I thank Dan Nettleton for bringing previous work on the PFP to my attention, and I thank the two anonymous reviewers for helpful comments.
Introduction
In multiple hypothesis testing, the ratio of the number of false discoveries (false positives) to the total number of discoveries is often of interest. Here, a discovery is the rejection of a null hypothesis and a false discovery is the rejection of a true null hypothesis. To quantify this ratio statistically, consider m hypothesis tests with the ith test yielding H i = 0 if the null hypothesis is true or H i = 1 if it is false and the corresponding alternative hypothesis is true. Let R i = 1 if the ith null hypothesis is rejected and R i = 0 otherwise and define
m R i is the total number of discoveries and ⁄ i=1 m V i is the total number of false discoveries. The intuitively appealing quantity
is not a viable definition of a false discovery rate since it usually cannot be assumed that PH⁄ i=1 m R i > 0L = 1. Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) listed three possible candidates for such a definition:
m R i L . Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) called  the false discovery rate (FDR) since null hypotheses can be rejected in such a way that  § a is guaranteed for any significance level a oe H0, 1L. This control of the FDR is accomplished by choosing a suitable rejection region G Õ S, where S is the union of the test-statistic space and the empty set, and by rejecting the ith null hypothesis if and only if the ith test statistic, t i oe S, is an element of G. Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) expressed this in terms of p-values instead of test statistics, with S= [0, 1] . The FDR was originally controlled under independence of the test statistics (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) , but can also be controlled for more general cases (Benjamini and Yekutieli, 2001) . The other two candidates, Q and ", cannot be controlled in this way since, if all m of the null hypotheses are true, then Q = 1 > a and D = 1 > a (Benjamini and Hochberg, 2002) . Nonetheless, Storey (2002a) recommended the use of Q, which he called the positive false discovery rate (pFDR), since the multiplicand PH⁄ i=1 m R i > 0L of the FDR makes it harder to interpret than the pFDR. Although " of Eq. (3) is also easier to interpret than the FDR, Storey (2003) complained that " fails to describe the simultaneous fluctuations in ⁄ i=1 m V i and ⁄ i=1 m R i , in spite of its attraction as a simple measure.
However, Fernando et al. (2004) demonstrated that ", the proportion of false positives (PFP), is convenient for multiple sets of comparisons, when the FDR and pFDR are less intuitive. When H i is considered as a random variable, the PFP becomes the "Bayesian FDR" of Efron and Tibshirani (2002) , but frequentist inference also applies to the PFP. For example, the PFP is often equal to a frequentist probability that a rejected null hypothesis is true (Fernando et al. 2004) . A drawback of the PFP is that it is undefined for EH⁄ i=1 m R i L = 0, which can occur if all null hypotheses are false, and which prevents the PFP from being controlled in the sense that the FDR can be controlled. This disadvantage is overcome by introducing an error rate that is equal to the PFP if the PFP is defined, and equal to 0 otherwise (Bickel, 2004a) :
Unlike the PFP, this error rate equals the probability that a rejected null hypothesis is true, even when each null hypothesis is almost never rejected. (A probability conditional on an event of zero probability is defined arbitrarily as zero (Breiman 1992) .) It will be seen that, unlike the error rates of (1)-(3), D can be optimized using decision theory without dependence assumptions, optimization that rejects sufficiently improbable null hypotheses under general conditions. Because of this advantage in a decision-theoretic framework, D has been called the decisive false discovery rate (dFDR; Bickel, 2004a) . In addition, the dFDR has desirable properties independent of decision theory: it can be estimated using estimators of the FDR or the PFP, and it can be controlled in the same sense as the FDR, i.e., one may reject as many null hypotheses as possible with the constraint that D § a , even when none of the null hypotheses are true (Bickel, 2004a) .
Decision theory

Desirability and the dFDR
Denote by b i the benefit of rejecting the ith null hypothesis when it is false, where the benefit can be economic, such as an amount of money, or some other positive desirability in the sense of Jeffrey (1983) . Let c i be the cost of rejecting the ith null hypothesis when it is true, with cost here playing the role of a negative desirability, such that we have Genetics and Molecular Biology, Vol. 3 [2004] , Iss. 1, Art. 8 DOI: 10.2202 /1544 -6115.1043 Brought to you by | Szilard Library: Europäisches Laboratorium für molekulare Biologie -EMBL Bibliothek Authenticated Download Date | 10/24/14 11:12 AM As seen in Section 4.2, this formulation in terms of both costs and benefits gives the same results as the equivalent formulation in terms of a loss function of costs of Type I and Type II errors. If the costs and benefits are independent of the hypothesis, then the net desirability is
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and its expectation value is and Wasserman (2001) instead utilized a marginal risk function that is effectively equivalent to -E d H L ê m if b 1 = c 1 .) Thus, the rejection region can be chosen such that the pFDR (or FDR) and the expected number of rejections maximize the approximate expected desirability, given a cost-to-benefit ratio. However, these approximations are not needed since there is an exact result in terms of the PFP:
more succinctly expressed as a function of the dFDR:
When all of the null hypotheses are true,
Likewise, when all of the null hypotheses are false, D = 0 for all rejection regions and EH ⁄ i=1 m R i L = m is obviously optimal; in this case, the rejection region would be the whole test statistic space.
Conditional probability that a null hypothesis is true
Whether or not H i is a random variable, the rejection region that maximizes EHdL is the same rejection region that selects which null hypotheses have probabilities of truth as low as or lower than some value. To make the terms of equation (7) more succinct and explicitly dependent on the rejection region, let DHGL = EHdL,
, so that the optimal rejection region, G optimal , is defined by
In other words, given a cost-to-benefit ratio c 1 ê b 1 , G optimal is the rejection region that maximizes the relative expected gain GHGL, defined as p R Ê HGL -V Ê HGL. This notation facilitates obtaining the result that if it is desirable to reject hypotheses with test statistics in some region G, then the probability of a false rejection is no greater than p:
This inequality holds not only if H i is random, as in a Bayesian mixture model, but also if, for each value of i, H i is fixed and t i is random. In this case, PHH i = 0 » t i oe GL is not a level of posterior belief, but is the long-term frequency of true null hypotheses relative to rejected null hypotheses for a fixed rejection region G (Bickel, 2004e) . (That the PFP is related to a frequentist probability was also noted by Fernando et al. (2004) .) Equation (10) implies that p is also the upper bound on every local rejection region in G optimal :
This can be proven by contradiction as follows. Assume $ GÕG optimal
Then, by equation (10), DHGL < 0. But DHGL < 0 means the expected cost exceeds the expected benefit for G, which cannot be true of any subset of a globally optimal rejection region. It follows that G -G optimal , which contradicts the premise. A corollary is that the parameter p is an upper bound on the probability of a false positive given a specific value of the test statistic:
Thus, decision-theoretic optimization rejects all null hypotheses with probabilities less than or equal to p. This relation holds for PHH i = 0 » t i = tL as a long-term, relative-frequency probability. An equivalent relationship also holds for subjective posterior probabilities Bickel 2004c) . (As Jeffrey (1983) and earlier references in Scott and Berger (2003) show, there is a long history of applying Bayesian statistics to decision theory, but expression (12) appears to be a new result for frequentist inference.) The practical application of expression (12) is that an investigator unable to provide a cost-to-benefit ratio may instead specify a probability threshold p and then compute the ratio as
cance level of 5%, optimizing the desirability with a cost-to-benefit ratio of 19 would limit the probability of a false discovery to the 5% level, provided that the expected desirability is positive for some rejection region. The interpretation is straightforward. Simple dFDR control at the 5% level finds as many discoveries as possible such that for every expected false discovery, there are at least 19 expected true discoveries. That leads to less than 19 expected true discoveries per expected false discovery near the border of the rejection region. Decision-theoretic optimization at a cost-to-benefit ratio of 19 instead maximizes the net benefit minus the net cost, given that every false discovery offsets 19 true discoveries. That keeps the local dFDR under 5%, even at the border of the rejection region. In terms of the rejection subregion G local , the local dFDR is defined analogously to the local pFDR of Efron et al. (2001) :
Equations (10) and (11) yield
It follows that maximizing the net desirability is equivalent to keeping the local dFDRs as well as the probabilities below a specified threshold. It will be seen that this does not require probability density or density ratio estimation, as does the method of Efron et al. (2001) . Although the decision-theoretic approach does require estimation of the cumulative probability in the nonparametric case, such estimation is less noisy than density estimation. The drawback is a need to perform a maximization, which might be viewed as approximating a derivative. 
Estimation of dFDR and optimization of desirability
, the PFP, and thus the dFDR, can be written in terms of p 0 , the proportion of null hypotheses that are true:
Since p 0 is unknown, it must either be estimated or conservatively set to an upper bound such as 1. The two sums must also be estimated to yield an estimate of ". For ease of notation, let G = @t, ¶L, and denote by F the distribution of the test statistics and by F H0L the distribution of the test statistics under each null hypothesis. (The same method applies to more general rejection regions, but a single-interval rejection region avoids the bias, mentioned by Storey and Tibshirani (2003) , of choosing a multiple-interval region from the data and then using that region to obtain estimates.) Then, if PHt ¥ tL  0,
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where P is the p-value rejection region threshold (R i = 1 if P i § P or R i = 0 if P i > P). Bickel (2004a) took this approach with Wilcoxon rank-sum p-values.
Making use of the fact that a large proportion of the test statistics that are less than some threshold l would be associated with true null hypotheses, Efron et al. (2001) and Storey (2002a) estimated p 0 by variants of (19) 
Storey (2003) and Storey, Taylor, and Siegmund (2004) offer ways to optimize l, but in the present application to gene expression data, the more straightforward approach of Efron et al. (2001) will be followed for simplicity. They transformed the observed test statistics to follow F, the standard normal distribution, then counted the numbers of transformed statistics falling in the range H-1 ê 2, 1 ê 2L. One could use Eq. (19) to obtain similar results, without transformation, by choosing l such that the proportion of null test statistics that are less than l is as close as possible to FH1 ê 2L -FH-1 ê 2L º 0.382925 . Alternately, one may follow the simpler method of Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) : assume that p 0 = 1 for purposes of estimation. That may be too conservative when a large portion of null hypotheses are false. The estimation of p 0 does not rely on distributional assumptions, which can require extensive model validation.
Once an estimator of the PFP is chosen, it can be used to estimate the dFDR:
Equations (20) and (21) give the estimator for statistics of one-sided tests and for p-values, respectively. Like estimation of the FDR and pFDR, estimation of the dFDR does not require restrictive assumptions about F. Given a value of l and a test-independent cost-to-benefit ratio, Eq. (8) suggests optimizing the dFDR by selecting the value of t oe 8T i < i=1 m that maximizes 
dFDR as a Bayesian or frequentist probability
While the above definition of dFDR and estimation procedure were given in terms agreeable with a frequentist perspective in which the truth or falsehood of each null hypothesis is fixed, they are equally valid in a Bayesian construction. Efron et al. (2001) , Genovese and Wasserman (2002), and Storey (2002a) considered the case in which each H i is a random variable and p 0 is the prior probability that a null hypothesis is true, such that the marginal distribution F is a mixture of F H0L and F H1L , the distributions of the statistics conditioned on the truth and falsehood of the null hypothesis: Storey (2003) pointed out that the PFP is equal to the posterior probability that a null hypothesis is true:
He also proved that this holds for the pFDR, assuming that the elements of 8t i < i=1 m and 8H i < i=1 m are independent, with the corollary that D = Q for the same rejection region G. Thus, under approximate independence,
with equality only holding under exact independence. Storey (2002a) used relation (24) to motivate the methods of estimating the FDR and pFDR that inspired the variant method of Eqs. (20) and (19). (Storey (2002a) adjusted the estimates for the conditionality of the pFDR on ⁄ i=1 m R i > 0, but the adjustment is not needed to estimate the FDR, PFP, or dFDR.) Storey (2003) also proved that such estimation procedures are conservatively inconsistent (m ö ¶) under weak dependence.
The dFDR is not only equal to a posterior probability, but is equal to a conditional probability without any need for a Bayesian approach. In addition to making the dFDR easy to interpret, this equality, like equation (12), enables the investigator to use of rules of probability to make additional inferences. For example, the rules of adding disjoint probabilities and multiplying independent probabilities aid in drawing conclusions about gene networks studied with the dFDR (Bickel, 2004b) .
Other methods of optimization
The maximization of D HtL determines a rejection region using the dFDR and the cost and benefit of a false or true discovery. Genovese and Wasserman (2001), Storey (2003) , , and Scott and Berger (2003) , on the other hand, presented cost functions that use the concept of a false nondiscovery, a failure to reject a false null hypothesis. The approach taken herein has much more in common with the approaches of Storey (2003) and than with that of Genovese and Wasserman (2001), also considered by Storey (2003) and . Scott and Berger (2003) presented a parametric Bayesian technique.
Storey (2003) introduced a method based on c £ , the cost of a false nondiscovery, instead of the benefit from a true discovery. Table 1 clarifies the difference between his formulation and that described above: 
-c £ +b Contribution of each cost or benefit to the net desirability.
The approach of Eqs. (5), (6), and (8) requires that c > 0, b > 0, and c £ = 0, whereas that of Storey (2003) requires that c > 0, b = 0, and c £ > 0; he pointed out that a scientist can feasibly decide on c ê c £ for a microarray experiment. If the net desirability is defined as
Since maximizing EHdHc, b, 0LL and minimizing -EHdHc, 0, bLL yield the same optimal rejection region, the methods are mathematically equivalent. Thus, stating the problem in terms of false nondiscoveries as opposed to true discoveries is largely a matter of convention, but the latter is simpler and is more in line with the intuition that motivates reporting false discovery rates, which concerns false and true discoveries, not nondiscoveries. Unlike the technique used here, Storey's (2003) algorithm of optimization relies on a knowledge or estimation of probability densities, whereas Eqs. (20) and (19) only require the estimation of cumulative distributions. Scott and Berger (2003) and instead applied Bayesian methods to this optimization problem. An advantage of maximizing D HtL over these methods is that it does not require a Bayesian framework, but also applies to the case of fixed values of H i . (2003) would require fewer assumptions using the dFDR (12) and the decisive false nondiscovery rate (dFNR), the ratio of the expected number of false nondiscoveries to the expected number of nondiscoveries, or 0 if the expected number of nondiscoveries is 0. However, the maximization of D HtL or minimization of the estimated Bayes error is preferred since they are based on c ê b, the ratio of the cost of a false discovery to the benefit of a true discovery or, equivalently, on c ê c £ . The linear combination methods, by contrast, are based on the ratio of the discovery rates. The problem is that the two ratios are not the same in general since the discovery rates have different denominators. Since it is difficult in most cases to specify and interpret a ratio of discovery rates, the straightforward approach of optimizing a total desirability or Bayes error is more widely applicable.
Test-dependent costs and benefits
The use of the dFDR and decision theory does not require all tests to have equal costs of false discoveries and benefits of true discoveries. If the costs and benefits associated with each test are equal to those of a sufficiently large number of other tests, as in the following application to microarray data, then the estimators of Eqs. (20), (19), and (22) and the maximization of D HtL can be applied separately to each subset of tests with the same costs and benefits, yielding a different rejection region for each subset. In the notation used above, "
and ‹ k=1 L i k ª 81, 2, ..., m<. It is assumed that each set i k has enough members that reliable estimates can be obtained by replacing 81, 2, ..., m< with i k in the sums of Eqs. (20) and (19) and with test statistics of the null distribution generated from i k . Let D k Ht k L be the resulting estimate of the net desirability associated with i k for threshold
region is desired, then the estimate D b+c HtL can be maximized instead by finding the optimal common threshold t,
HtL if all estimates of p 0 and all null distributions are equal, the former approach tends to give a higher desirability, but the latter has an interesting connection with the weighted false discovery rate (WFDR) of Benjamini and Hochberg (1997) . In analogy with the WFDR and the dFDR, define the weighted decisive false discovery rate (WdFDR) as Benjamini and Hochberg (1997) proposed the WFDR to take into account differing values or economic considerations among hypotheses, just as traditional Type I error rate control can give different weights for p-values or different significance levels to different hypotheses. However, without a compelling reason to have a common rejection region, optimizing D k Ht k L independently for each i k seems to better accomplish the goal of Benjamini and Hochberg (1997) , in light of the above inequality.
Application to gene expression in cancer patients
The optimization of D HtL was applied to the public microarray data set of Golub et al. (1999) . Levels of gene expression were measured for 7129 genes in 38 patients with B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) and in 25 patients with acute myeloid leukemia (AML). These preprocessing steps were applied to the raw "average difference" (AD) levels of expression: each AD value was divided by the median of all AD values of the subject to reduce subject-specific effects, then the normalized AD values were transformed by HAD ê » AD »L lnH1 + » AD »L, as per Bickel (2002) . The ith null hypothesis is that there is no systematic difference in transformed expression between groups in the ith gene; if it is rejected, then the gene is considered differentially expressed. The goal is to reject null hypotheses such that the expected desirability is maximized, given a cost-to-benefit ratio. That ratio is set to 19 to attempt to ensure that the probability of a false discovery of differential expression is no more than about 5%, based on expression (12). (Due to sampling error, there is no guarantee that the probability cannot exceed 5%.) The computations used the specific values c = 19 and b = 1, without loss of generality. (Alternately, one could estimate the cost of investigating a false discovery to the benefit of finding a truly differentially expressed gene.) To achieve the goal, the absolute value of a two-sample t-statistic,
was computed for each gene for both the original preprocessed data and for M = 1000 random permutations of the columns of the 7129 µ H38 + 25L data matrix, following the unbalanced permutation method used by Dudoit et al. (2002) . (The whole columns were permuted, instead of the expression values for each gene independently, to preserve the gene-gene correlations.) Finally, the threshold t was found such that D HtL is maximized, using the estimates computed from Eqs.
(20), (19), and (22). Fig. 2 displays D HtL for this data. Table 2 compares the results to those obtained by choosing t such that the highest number of discoveries were made with the constraint D HtL § 5 % as dFDR control. Since the method of Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) effectively uses p 0 = 1 (Storey 2002a) , as does the algorithm of Bickel (2002 Bickel ( , 2004a , Table 2 also shows the effect of conservatively replacing p 0 with 1. 14 Statistical Applications in Genetics and Molecular Biology, Vol. 3 [2004] Comparisons between other groups can easily be added to these results. For example, one might be interested not only in knowing which genes are differentially expressed between B-cell ALL and AML patients, but also which ones are differentially expressed between the B-cell ALL group and the 9 patients of Golub et al. (1999) with T-cell ALL. A family-wise error rate control approach, such as that used by Dudoit et al. (2002) , would require additional adjustments to the p-values, with the result that fewer genes would be found to be differentially expressed as the number of group-group comparisons increases, but the approach of different rejection regions, given by t 1 and t 2 , does not require any modification to the results of Table 2. Suppose that the benefit of a true discovery of differential expression between the B-cell ALL and T-cell ALL groups is twice that between the B-cell ALL and AML groups, and that the cost of investigating a false discovery is the same for all comparisons. Then the only difference in the method applied to the new set of comparisons is that the benefit of each true discovery is set to 2 instead of 1. In the above notation, i 1 specifies the t-statistics corresponding to the comparisons to the AML group and i 2 specifies those corresponding to the comparisons to the T-cell ALL group. In microarray experiments, this kind of multiplicity of subject groups as well as a multiplicity of genes is common, and the dFDR and decision theory together provide a flexible, powerful framework for such situations. The computed threshold is t 2 º 3.64, yielding 350 genes considered differentially expressed and a dFDR estimate of 0.0418; these values correspond to t 1 º 3.14, 910 genes, and a dFDR estimate of 0.0125 from the first column of Table 2 . The two thresholds are close enough that forcing a common threshold, as in Eqs. (27) and (28), would not have a drastic effect on the conclusions drawn in this case. By contrast, the marked difference between the two dFDR estimates is a reminder that traditional FDR control does not maximize the desirability.
